
INTERNATIONAL PRIME SCHOOL 

English language; Week: 06 

Class: I 

1. Put in did or done: 

a. How much work have you…………? 

b. ……………. You go market yesterday? 

c. She has ………… all this work by herself. 

d. I would like to kno0w who has ………… all this damage. 

e. Why do you say I ……….. it? 

2. Which one is highest in each set? 

a. River, cloud, pond, fence. 

b. Mountain, hill, heap. 

c. Tree, building, sky. 

d. Path, kitchen, roof. 

e. Lion, hippo, giraffe. 

3. Make sentences using these words: 

a. Bravely,  

b. Carelessly 

c. quickly  

d. a story about 

4. Make the word to fill each space by adding –d or –ed to the word 

in bold. 

a. They ……………. from here last night.          go 

b. Sam ……………. To school.                    Cycle 

c. Sanjay …………… loudly.                   cough 

d. We ………………. for you long time.            Wait 

e. Dad ………………... his present.                   Love 

f. Everyone …………… very happy.              look 

g. Jenny ……………….. her teeth.              Brush 

h. Helen …………… pasta for us.           Cook 

i. They ……………. Last Monday.          arrive 
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Chap: 13- The Fairy Christmas-Tree-II 

 

1. Write the meanings of these words: 

a. Certain 

b. Tip-toe 

c. Secret 

d. Stocking 

e. Unpacked 

f. Fairy 

g. Agree 

2. Write the answer to the following questions: 

a. Who have a splendid plan for Peter? 

b. What was Tim’s plan? 

c. What did Peter think of the Christmas-Tree? 

3. Fill in the blanks: 

a. Mr. Brown , the …………….helped the children in planting the 

tree. 

b. The tree looks ……………. In the ………………….. barrel. 

c. Peter have a …………………… plan for peter. 

d. They wanted to give Peter a happy ……………….  

 

4. Write the rhyme ‘Stars and Flowers’. 



Work sheet-6 

Class: I; Sub: Science 

 

1.List the following things in a table like the one given below. 

a. a tree        b. a girl        c. a hill        d. a mat     e. your teeth        f. a cloud        g. a 

stone         h. a kitten            i. a tomato.   j. a log         k.  fingernails        l. shoes        

m. an old man            n. your hair           o. a branch        p. a toy       q. a flower          

r. a flower         

These grow These don't grow I don’t know   

   

   

   

   

    

2.  Match the following: 

i. water a. is colourful 

ii. rainbow b. is used for storing 

water 

iii. weather c. is moving air 

iv. wind d. is used for storing 

water 

v. summer e. change from day to 

day 

vi. reservoir f. is the hot time of the 

year. 
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